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graphic organizers
Making the Complex Comprehensible

Graphic organizers, mind maps, knowledge maps, concept maps. Whatever you call them, 

chances are you’ve used them or created them to support students’ learning. They are 

a powerful tool for visually representing one’s understanding of information and con-

cepts. This makes them terrifi c tools for assessment also, because they clearly show what 

students grasp—and what they don’t yet fully understand. 

Yet in the midst of momentum for increased depth and rigor in instruction and higher 

expectations of what students must be able to do in regard to complex text reading, 

writing, and thinking, do graphic organizers still have a role? How can a single-page tool, 

made up of simple shapes and a mere sprinkling of words, possibly take students where 

they need to go? 

In this book we answer these questions by addressing why and how graphic organizers 

have more relevance than ever before in supporting elementary students’ understanding 

of challenging content. We discuss why students need these tools to deeply comprehend 

complex ideas and present them. We explain how these visual displays help students ana-

lyze a topic or idea by separating the constituent parts or elements. These visuals allow 

41
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students to look closely at the key parts of a fairy tale, the chief trade artifacts of early 

Americans, the rain cycle—virtually any body of information, to analyze how the parts fi t 

together. We explore the ways graphic organizers also help students support their think-

ing as they work to absorb content, giving them a vehicle for writing down and arranging 

their understandings, which they can then share with others. 

We also explore how graphic organizers serve as weigh stations on the road to extended 

writing, further reading, and discussion. We have worked with teachers throughout 

North America, and we bring to this book their depth insights regarding how to engage 

students in using and creating their own graphic organizers. In our research and obser-

vations in classrooms, we fi nd teachers use graphic organizers most often to

• support students’ comprehension of a text;

• promote students’ oral sharing of information and their ideas;

• elevate organized note-taking while listening to information and, as our colleagues 

Fisher and Frey (2012a) suggest, note-making while interacting with complex texts;

• scaffold students’ narrative and informational writing throughout the process;

• move students to independent thinking as they learn to create their own organizing, 

note-taking, and note-making systems.

Two consistent fi ndings from our classroom observations are that teachers wonder 

how to help students understand why they have to construct or complete a graphic orga-

nizer, and how they can better support students to independently craft graphic organizers 

that fi t their individual learning purposes. Students often don’t appreciate the connections 

between a graphic organizer and their thinking and learning. Once this link is made, 

they realize the power of graphic organizers for organized note-taking, note-making, and 

presenting information. To support you in making this information apparent to your stu-

dents, the lessons and strategies throughout this book include classroom examples from 

teachers that demonstrate the following: 

• planning suffi cient classroom time to allow students to complete or develop a graphic 

organizer

• modeling the process for using visual tools to support thinking, inquiry, and thorough 

understanding of information

• sharing the intended purpose and outcome for using the graphic organizer

• engaging students in whole-class, small-group, partner, individual, and independent 

work using and crafting organizers

• checking, assessing, and evaluating students’ work for clues to identify their under-

standings, confusions, and next steps

HOW TO THINK ABOUT 
STANDARDS ALIGNMENT
In the next section we address the Common Core State Standards, and throughout this 

book, you’ll fi nd specifi c Common Core standards referenced, so in that sense our lesson 
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ideas are completely aligned. However, we are well aware that just about any professional 

resource published after 2012 is going to tout these alignments, and we feel that the spe-

cifi c standards kind of “grey out” if all we do is show the literal match-up and stay at a 

micro-level. Thus, before we discuss the academic goals in the next section, let’s consider 

how graphic organizers help students learn the ways of thinking addressed by the Com-

mon Core State Standards or other state standards. 

These four considerations are meant to help you both use the lesson scenarios in this 

book and generate your own lessons that will meet the Common Core’s call for depth, col-

laboration, and students’ independent application of understandings. For each organizer, 

we help you consider the following:

1. why a particular graphic organizer works well to support content learning

2. when to use various graphic organizers to support various learning situations

3. how to deliver dynamic demonstration lessons that will teach students to select and 

use graphic organizers independently

4. what to tune in to when assessing students’ work in order to pinpoint strengths and 

needs and then plan subsequent instruction that deepens their thinking, writing, 

reading, and speaking

HOW TO HELP STUDENTS 
MEET THE STANDARDS

The Common Core consists of 32 anchor standards that are grouped into four sections that 

address the literacy processes of reading, writing, speaking and listening, and language 

behaviors. Of these English language arts (ELA) standards, at least 18 can be achieved 

with the support of various graphic organizers. Let’s look at each of these four ELA sec-

tions, and then we’ll think about them in an integrated fashion.

To begin let’s consider reading anchor standards 1 and 10 of the Common Core State 

Standards (CCSS; Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2010b).

CCSS.R.1.

Read closely to determine what the text says and to make logical inferences from it; cite specifi c 

textual information when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the text.

CCSS.R.10. 

Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and profi ciently.

Notice that these two standards state that students are expected to be able to read 

increasingly complex texts. Doing so involves a host of thinking processes, including ana-

lyzing, comparing, and evaluating. Graphic organizers support each of these processes. 

Now let’s consider the 16 other ELA anchor standards for which we think graphic 

organizers are particularly well suited. As you read each standard, see if you agree with 

the type of graphic we would craft; there is no one right answer. We pose some questions 

to get you thinking about custom creating your own. 
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discussion, and through composing appears to be a key skill expected in rigorous standards 

and in the digital age when many sources are readily available. 

How graphic organizers help: Working with multiple sources of information is a 

key criterion for college and career readiness, but as any K–5 teacher knows, it can be a 

daunting task for young students. Graphic organizers provide a means of managing many 

diverse sources, and looking for confi rming evidence for a given opinion, disconfi rming 

evidence, and commonalities. Though teachers may choose to provide an organizer for 

such purposes, students are well served when they are able to recognize their own needs 

for an organizer and select or create one themselves. Though younger students are not 

always conversant enough with content and the way it is structured, teachers can help 

them by calling attention to the organizer and how it relates to the text they will read. As 

students move into higher grades, they will be better prepared to make their own choices 

or modify graphic organizers for specifi c purposes.

8. Use reliable sources to form and write opinions. Jumping to an opinion often 

short-circuits deep thinking. Everyone, it seems, has an idea about why something is the 

way it is, what it means, or how things should work, but effective opinions that lead to 

deeper understandings and conversations are based on well-considered evidence, and they 

are subject to refutation or disconfi rming ideas. (See our companion book for older students, 

Mining Complex Text, Grades 6–12, which explores in more detail how students might use 

graphic organizers to scaffold and promote skills with argumentation structures and how 

they can become more independent at crafting their own thinking and their organizers.)

How graphic organizers help: Graphic organizers provide structures so that elemen-

tary students can more easily collect evidence, sort that evidence, and put it to use in writ-

ten work or other multimodal composition tasks. 

WHAT LIES AHEAD IN THIS BOOK
Throughout the book, we include marginal notes that refer to the eight academic goals or 

big ideas we described above; in organizing this book, we were mindful of the Common 

Core State Standards and related rigorous goals as well as college and career readiness 

outcomes. We illustrate through example how to use graphic organizers to help students 

engage with and comprehend timeless text types and also use and craft organizers as they 

think and write in genres that are evergreen as well as those that are newer, such as those 

found in digital environments. 

Chapter 2: Thinking on the Page: The Research Behind Why Graphic Orga-

nizers Work. This chapter shares the research base illustrating how cognitive processing 

of information can be supported by using graphic organizers. Also noted is how graphic 

organizers provide learning scaffolds, quick assessment options, and the promotion of dif-

ferentiated learning. 

Chapter 3: Using Graphic Organizers to Acquire Academic Vocabulary. Here 

we demonstrate how graphic organizers can promote comprehension and use of aca-

demic language. Beginning in kindergarten students are immersed in academic language 

that comprises words essential to understanding content (e.g., sink, fl oat, community, insect, 
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migration) as well as words that describe the processes involved when reading, writing, 

discussing, and crafting a multimodal composition (e.g., same, different, compare, contrast, 

sequence, evaluate, infer). At the end of the book, you will fi nd a glossary of terms that may 

be helpful as a reminder about the way we have used terms such as academic language and 

academic vocabulary throughout this book. 

Chapter 4: Graphic Organizers Support Literary Text Reading and Writing 

Tasks. Works of fi ction and informational genres of text share many qualities. However, 

they also differ in signifi cant ways. This chapter shows how graphic organizers help stu-

dents understand major text patterns specifi c to literature and help learners both read and 

write narrative. 

Chapter 5: Graphic Organizers Support Informational Text Reading and 

Writing Tasks. This chapter zeroes in on how graphic organizers can extend and deepen 

students’ thinking about expository or informational genres as both readers and writers. 

Chapter 6: Graphic Organizers Support Students’ Reading Profi ciencies. This 

chapter supports teachers’ objective to improve students’ reading profi ciency. The Com-

mon Core State Standards emphasize this goal (Common Core State Standards Initia-

tive, 2010a). Graphic organizers that direct students’ attention to specifi c information in a 

text can help them organize, analyze, summarize, and evaluate complex ideas within the 

“four corners” of the text (Coleman & Pimentel, 2012). In the elementary grades, special 

attention to top-level organizational structures and their interplay supports comprehen-

sion. As students become increasingly profi cient with these and more fully understand 

how they work together, they also become more capable with composing tasks. 

Chapter 7: Graphic Organizers Boost Questioning and Responding. No effec-

tive teacher ever said, “Gosh, I wish my students did not ask questions about what we 

are learning or reading!” However, students in elementary grades are not yet experts at 

learning as a process or with content knowledge. In this chapter we show how graphic 

organizers can help students know what questions to ask, how to ask them, when and 

where to ask those questions, and how to respond to other students and members of the 

community who pose questions about learning tasks and content knowledge. 

Chapter 8: Graphic Organizers Foster Reading, Forming, and Writing Opin-

ions. Opinions are a cornerstone of writing tasks for elementary students working with 

the Common Core and similar standards. But just what constitutes an effective and infor-

mative opinion? How might an elementary student write or otherwise express an opinion 

that others, who may not be of like mind, want to hear? Graphic organizers are on the 

job, again; they have the potential to help students think about what an opinion is and 

how it might persuade or convince others who do not quite think the way they do. (See 

our companion book for secondary teachers for more on how argumentation and graphic 

organizers work together from Grade 6 onward.)

Chapter 9: Graphic Organizers Support Collaboration. Most people agree that to 

be ready for college, career, the next grade level, or just getting a task done requires com-

munication and collaboration. Who is going to do what? When will this occur? What class 

meetings did we have and what did we decide? Wait—there’s a graphic organizer for that! 

Organizers that support collaboration are shared in this chapter.
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The goal of this book is for students to learn the importance of organizing the informa-

tion they are reading or presenting and, in doing so, to become confi dent in selecting or 

constructing graphic organizers to organize and share information and their ideas. 
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